
Success in formal “pen and paper” examinations is often seen to be a sign of 
intelligence.to what extent do you agree with the view that formal 
examinations measure intelligence? How can students be assessed? 

Nowadays examination is a common method to recognize people’s knowledge in 
the education system in the whole world. Also, it is a general way for 
improvement steps by steps. In this essay, we are I will be discussing this issue in 
more depth which shows whether exams can be a justified reason for being 
intelligent or not. 

First, in during a quiz, all candidates will face same types of questions for instance 
multiple choices or short answer, with the same time and materials for studying. 
It is not a satisfactory response because some factors such as anxiety, sickness or 
even sleep disorder have happened, so they may to gain have not giant sufficient 
Scores.

Assessment/evaluation of students The investigation should not be limited 
devoted to exams only because tests had beencan be memorized or students 
might cheat cheated by students. for this reason, it is unfair to label knowing 
them as smart humanity.

Furthermore, not only do are the applicants examinedtested, but also they are 
given the chance to demonstrate their abilities. It is necessary to introduced tests 
in different parts similar to oral or teamwork and presentation in public and not 
just written styles.

A reason which convinces me to reject this method is that by answering a few 
some questions, do we understand whether that someone is smart or not? In 
many aspects, Humans are classified as capable or as weak.

In conclusion, students should remember the concepts and explain clearly to 
others in groups until so that they become ready for exams and then assessment 
would be fairly. It is better to elaborate each ability in each person and analyze 
humans according to some common methods. Only then will we will see their 
motivation and growth instead of their fear against exams.


